Privacy Policy
Some services on this website www.3dmappingfactory.com require us to collect personal information
from you. 3D Mapping Factory will hereby inform you how 3D Mapping Factory stores the information
3D Mapping Factory collects and how it is used. Any information you do submit will be stored securely
and will never be passed on or sold to any third party.
USER ANONYMITY & PERSONAL INFORMATION
Log files are maintained and analyzed of all requests for files on this website’s web servers. Log files
do not capture personal information but do capture the user’s IP address, which is automatically
recognized by our web servers.
Aggregated analysis of these log files is used to monitor website usage. These analyses may be made
available to 3D Mapping Factory staff and partner agencies to allow them to measure, for example,
overall popularity of the site and typical user paths through the site.
Except as stated already, 3D Mapping Factory will make no attempt to identify individual users. You
should be aware, however, that access to web pages will generally create log entries in the systems of
your ISP or network service provider. These entities may be in a position to identify the client computer
equipment used to access a page. Such monitoring would be done by the provider of network services
and is beyond the responsibility or control of 3D Mapping Factory.
3D Mapping Factory will make no attempt to track or identify individual users, except where there is a
reasonable suspicion that unauthorized access to systems is being attempted. In the case of all users,
3D Mapping Factory reserves the right to attempt to identify and track any individual who is reasonably
suspected of trying to gain unauthorized access to computer systems or resources operating as part of
3D Mapping Factory’s web services.
As a condition of use of this site, all users must give permission for 3D Mapping Factory to use its access
logs to attempt to track users who are reasonably suspected of gaining, or attempting to gain,
unauthorized access.
All log file information collected by 3D Mapping Factory is kept secure and no access to raw log files is
given to any third party.
CONTACT FORMS
When you submit a contact form to us we collect your name and email address so that we can
correspond with you. We will only correspond with you regarding your original inquiry. Your data is
only used for the original purpose, and never added to any mailing or marketing lists.
When you subscribe to our newsletter we collect your name (only when provided) and your email
address so that we can correspond with you. Your personal data will not only be stored in the website’s
database but also in Campaign Monitor, the application we use to send our newsletters.
Users contacting this website and/or its owners do so at their own discretion and provide any such
personal details requested at their own risk. Your personal information is kept private and stored
securely until a time it is no longer required or has no use. Every effort has been made to ensure a safe
and secure form to email submission process but advise users using such form to email processes that
they do so at their own risk.

